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Models + Architects

A chance invitation from a local architect to attend a friend’s designer show in Riga, Latvia gave Models + Architects their name. An Ann 

Arbor based indie band, formed in 2014, the band features Chris McCleary (Vocals/Guitar), Jeffrey Sanchez-Burks (Electric Piano, Mellotron, 

Organ), Gary Burroughs (Drums) and Mark Bishar (Bass). 2016 has seen the release of the band’s 4-track self-titled EP.

Lush vocal lines and complimentary keyboard quirks transport the listener into the euphoric world of the Models + Architects. They have 

a unique blend of melodic, alternative indie that transcends classification and stays fresh from song to song. “My Terrain” which opens the 

EP with a hopeful air and melancholy yet captivating slow bounce, is one of the best EP or album openers I have heard in years. It has just 

the right tone, texture and mood to be powerfully permeating without being overwhelming.  Other true gems are buried deeper into the 

track list with the acoustic-guitar driven “Cinematic Poetry”, the freaky keyboard interludes of “Fresh & Pride”, and the electric crunch of 

“Honeybee”. There is no doubt that this EP is the beginning of something great. So before we go any further, I would recommend adding 

this to your collection right now so you can brag about being down from the beginning!

Any group that can bring forth an EP both musically and lyrically diverse, while paying homage to a broad spectrum of influences yet 

maintaining total individuality, clearly deserves a 5 star rating. From track one, Models + Architects maintains an enchanting flow that 

is missing from most releases. This is music that you only think you have heard before. It spans the spectrum of creativity, and does 

it with a talent and panache that seems rarer and rarer these days. Models + Architects mix gorgeous chord progressions with earthy 
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Models + Architects

vocals, delicately unobtrusive percussion and bass, and well-

blended keyboard sounds into something that is almost achingly 

beautiful to experience. It would be presumptuous to say Models 

+ Architects will turn the world of indie rock or pop upside down, 

but it’s true that they will shine a much brighter light on a darker 

part of it.

These songs are warm and friendly to the ear. The lyrics are not 

unusually cryptic but lush on imagery and have a frank, honest and 

deep impacting tone to them, due to the exquisite vocal deliveries 

by Chris McCleary. Models + Architects seem to capture both 

mainstream accessibility and sublimely voguish atmospheres in 

their songs, with the same nonchalant ease that bands like Keane 

or Coldplay do. There is something in them that is just remarkable. 

The first listen doesn’t only impress but it hooks you. And when 

you listen to it again, you’ll find yourself even more interested. By 

the time you’ve listened to it for three days straight, every song 

sounds so sparklingly unique, vivid, soulful and just beautiful, that 

you’ll want to purchase copies for your closest friends.

The strange thing is that Models + Architects is not musically 

over-complex or ultra-challenging, nor is it genre-bending or 

groundbreaking. What it is, though, is one of the most pure, 

genuine, well-written alternative-indie EP’s I have heard in a very 

long time. The songwriting and lyrics are honest and extremely 

catchy. Models + Architects also use their instruments extremely 

well in the way the keyboards add flavor without sounding 

contrived, and the guitars are genuinely pure and sweet too, while 

the rhythm section does just that!

This EP has a really inviting feel to it. The melodies flow with ease 

and nothing seems forced. There’s almost a sort of an ethereal 

feeling throughout, but it’s not a feeling of distance. Instead, the 

songs invite you in and make you want to fall into the existence 

that is Models + Architects.

official Website: 
www.facebook.com/Modelsandarchitects/
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Katrell the Phenomenal is back 
with another blazing hip-hop track, 
entitled “bea’s lude ii”, built upon a 
r&b production by tone Jonez, who 
also sings the amazingly soulful hook, 
while the recording and engineering 
was handled by doomGotbeats. 
this track is everything that today’s 
music is missing. it’s well-written, 

beautifully crafted and timeless. 
Katrell has always kept his artistic 
integrity in every single or album 
he has released in his career. “bea’s 
lude ii” is an incredible master stroke 
of pure musical genius. Katrell the 
Phenomenal has infused a much 
needed jolt of hope into r&b and 
hip-hop blended music with this 

stellar track. Melodically plush, “bea’s 
lude ii” is so smooth that i almost 
slipped into a pure hypnosis listening 
to this incredible track. it is soulful 
and superior to most anything else 
on the radio right now. Katrell the 
Phenomenal has an incredible grasp 
on what his sound should feel like. 
My admiration for his music may 

Katrell The Phenomenal 
“““Bea’s Lude II
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make my opinion slightly biased towards his releases, but 
everyone that listens to him cannot deny the fact that he is 
gifted at what he does. Katrell has grown musically within 
his long career and the growth has made him a better artist 
because of it. the song is poignant and touching with a beat 
and rhythmic style that makes you want to listen to it over 
and over again.

if you can appreciate mature hip-hop with quality beats, 
a sophisticated sound, and inventive lyrics, then you need 
this “bea’s lude ii” in your life. i sincerely appreciate this 
track because i love the depth and growth that this man 
is showing. hip hop should be about progression of 
expression. there’s more to life than running the streets, 
hustling in the streets, etc. Katrell the Phenomenal’s life 
has evolved and naturally his lyrics reflects that. Katrell 
truly displays why he is one of the best underground 
lyricists in the game; check out the lyricism, wordplay, 
rhymes, what and how he raps it, the wit and flawless flow). 
he also shows on “bea’s lude ii” that he’s one of the best at 
picking producers for tracks that excellently match his flow.

if you are a fan of any Katrell the Phenomenal single 
or album, you will enjoy this track. it does a nice job of 
recreating and collaborating classic r&b with hip-hop. the 
production is top quality as always and Katrell does his job 
by showing off his charismatic flow and lyrical mastery. 
he once again shows that he can create classic songs that 
anyone would like.

about: Katrell antonio Platt aka Katrell the Phenomenal, 
the eldest son of a member of the Nc a&t university 
alumni / Marching band and band director, was born in 
Mount Vernon, New york but as an infant was relocated 
to, and raised in Mullins, south carolina. surrounded by 
family and music, this is where his concrete work ethic was 
instilled and the “adapt to overcome” foundation began, as 
well as some of his darkest times of life. raised in a single 
parent home and pretty tight knit community, Katrell gives 
the biggest credit to the greater ancestors of his family, that 
he had the honor to encounter.

official Website:

http://homegrownradio.net/main/katrell-the-phenomenal-

ft-tone-jonez-bea-ludes-ii/

Words  rick Jamm | PhotograPhs Katrell The Phenomenal 

Katrell The Phenomenal 
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AYK & OJ The Chemist
Andrew Kim (AYK) is a 20 year-old Korean American who has been 

making music for a little over a year. Omar Tyree (OJ The Chemist) 

is 19 year-old Afro American, originally from New Jersey who moved 

to LA in 2010.  OJ met AYK at college through a mutual friend and 

slowly realized their music interests, among many other things, like 

games and clothes were similar, so they decided to experiment with 

making music.
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Words rick Jamm | PhotograPhs aYK & oJ The Chemist

together ayK & oJ the chemist have now released their 

first single “trust issues”, from their upcoming joint 

mixtape. based on a sample of “No scrubs” by tlc, the 

track produced by dJ shakey biz, discusses breakups and 

heartbreaks, and how those situations are often beyond 

our control. ayK & oJ the chemist is groundbreaking and 

classic all at the same time. their music is inspiring and 

cautionary in the same breath. they can pull off gorgeous 

alternative rap ballads like this while getting down, dirty, 

and sassy.

“trust issues” packs an emotional punch that resonated 

with me big time on the very first listen. i believe this track 

has something that everyone can relate to, no matter who 

you are or where you come from. today’s music product is 

marketed to diverse groups by radio stations that only play 

what their marketing people tell them to play, and all of us 

are neatly packaged into clique groups who are supposed 

to listen to what the rest of our peers listen to. in other 

words, i’m not supposed to be an ayK & oJ the chemist 

fan.

When something really good comes along, it is called a 

“crossover” to signify popular appeal, proving my point. if 

there is good material in the hands of a talented artist, there 

will always be a good product. this is rare in today’s music 

business. ayK & oJ the chemist could have followed the 

lead of almost everybody else in the industry and release 

“hype”. instead they have that magic combination that few 

artists have…a good song, great talent, great production, 

and a sincere desire to make the best music they can. they 

go together like peanut butter and jelly.

ayK & oJ the chemist have an actual friendship, and 

that makes creating together with no pressures, labels or 

deadlines a genius idea. there’s no pretense of being hyper 

lyricists, punchline rappers or r&b crooners. this may be 

the prime reason you can appreciate this music much more, 

because you not expecting knock out technical verses or 

histrionic vocals. ayK & oJ the chemist are honest and 

have crafted that honesty into a format that’s easy for 

anyone to consume. it’s about what’s they say and how 

they say it that matters. they stay faithful to the music and 

AYK & OJ The Chemist

do what they know best on “trust issues”.

official liNK:  

https://soundcloud.com/aykmusic

  aYK

  oj the chemist



The band, Suits Blvd (short for Suits Boulevard) was formed by Armin Kavousi (Vocals), Peter Scherfig 

(Guitar), Mads Albertsen (Guitar) and Mads Lindum (Drums) in December 2013, with the vision to create 

music, which emotionally brought you back to a certain point in life. In the summer 2014, percussionist 

Ashok Kumaran joined the band, and was followed in January 2015, by bass player Thomas Laursen. In 

less than 12 months the band has appeared on MTV, VH1, CMT and VEVO, as well as charting on radio 

stations in Canada and Europe. They have filmed a documentary series on the facts of being an upcoming 

band, played more than 60 concerts and written and recorded their debut album, “Oblivious”, which was 

released in January 2016.

Suits Boulevard is amazing. They write complex, emotional music, never sound corny, and they can flat-out run a chill down 
your spine. The vocals by Armin Kavousi are simply astounding: he can sing soft and beautifully and conversely go all out and 
yell. During all of the yelling, however, he never sounds untalented; he is able to keep the high quality of his voice. That’s very 
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Suits Boulevard
“Oblivious”  



rare to find these days. And last but certainly not least, Mads 
Lindum’s heart-pounding drums are able to pick a song up 
from a slow melody to all-out rage and then slow it back down 
again. Another thing I can pick out is that I like the bass on this 
album. Thomas Laursen uses it to great effect, keeping the 
flow of the songs together, allowing Peter Scherfig and Mads 
Albertsen’s guitars to play more complicated and varied riffs.

You won’t hear a million flying solos on this album. If that’s what 
you’re looking for in music, you’ll have to look elsewhere. Suits 
Blvd simply rock in a different kind of way. Sure, their music 
is riff-based, marked by plenty of visceral rock nuances, and 
amidst all these complex passages, the guitar work is simply 
one of a kind. The guitar lines bleed atmosphere through and 
through, in a very unique way. I wish I could describe each track 
in great detail, but it would be impossible to do so without 
missing vital moments. The lyrics alone make you dig into 
yourself, introspect, realize what’s there and what isn’t and 
what should be. This band is never afraid to push a screwdriver 
into the most sensitive places in the human psyche, and this 
album does precisely that in places.

Suits Blvd’s blend of amazing lyrics, musical talent and 
Kavousi’s vocals creates a sound that is somber, disturbing 
and powerful…and everything else to the contrary. They have 
no limits and no bounds. Not less so than on the title track 
“Oblivious”, the slow burner “Broken Wings” and “Everything”, 
the mid-tempo rocker “Like a Lion”, the single “Ocean of Lights” 
and the absolute standout for me, “Imperfect”. But every song 
on this record is compelling and thought-provoking, and will 
draw listeners like moths to a flame. With plenty of buildups 
and emotional crescendos, “Oblivious” resonates with vocal 
beauty and lyrical artistry.

The major thing about Suits Boulevard is that you cannot take 
their music at face value, not for one single second. If you look 
at them from only one perspective, then you will completely 
miss the point of what they are trying to show us. Every track 
on here has its own special sound and part, in it that makes you 
want to listen to it over and over. “Oblivious” is an excellent 
alternative rock album by a band reaching out towards the 
height of their powers, and they are finding it in every direction 
possible!

Suits Boulevard

OFFICIAL LINK: 
www-facebook.com/suitsboulevard
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““Ben Knighten
“Light the Way”

If someone tells you there’s no more good music being made nowadays, introduce him or her to 
Ben Knighten. I’m sure they’ll change their ideas. I’m not talking about the beat driven dance floor 
stuff, or the hyped up, auto-tuned spoken-verse music. I’m talking melodies, harmonies and sensible 
lyrics; an intoxicating blend of intelligent songwriting, artful arranging, beautiful singing and graceful 
musicianship. I mean music that won’t leave your head and I don’t mean that in a bad way. Mellow yet 
melodic with soothing guitar and backing vocals.

Well you can find all of that, in the 10 tracks included into the album by Ben Knighten, entitled “Light 
the Way”. It is an album so damn good that you won’t be able to decide what to play after this album 
is done, so you’ll just have to replay it again. Ben Knighten, an acoustic folk singer-songwriter from 
Colorado, is one of those catch-22 artists. On one hand you think everyone should hear him, yet your 
selfish side wants him to remain under the radar.  He was also nominated for “Best Folk Artist of 2012” 
and “Best Folk Artist of 2013” by the Colorado Springs Independent.

If you are trying to decide whether “Light the Way” is a purchase worthy album, simply put, Ben 
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Knighten has managed to create not just album, 
but a mood, and an emotion.  It has a song cycle, 
elegantly orchestrated from beginning to end…a 
rarity in many respects these days.  The results will 
melt your heart. True, tracks such as “All We’ve Ever 
Found, “The Ones You Choose”, “Coming Home”, 
“Moments We See” and “As The World Spins 
Around” take a while to nestle in your brain, but 
the wait is worth it. Lyrically, Ben is years ahead of 
his contemporaries.

What is also refreshing is that with little press, little 
advertising, and most awareness coming through 
word-of-mouth, this experience is as refreshing 
and as pure as you’re ever likely to experience. If 
you’re tired of music without meaning, then pop 
this baby into your player, and let this album 
change all that.

To describe “Light the Way” as beautiful is to not 
give it credit for the depth and soul that you can 
feel in it. Ben Knighten’s folksy-pop style is head 
and heart poetry, from the opening track to the 
last note. He’s romantic, strong and vulnerable, in 
a fifteen track heart thumping ride, with different 
structures, different feelings and varied vibes, all 
wrapped up in acoustically driven soundscapes 
you will fall in love with.

There are no tiresome pop qualities to Ben’s songs; 
each one is real and true and stands on its own, 
like an expertly cut gemstone. Full of meaningful 
lyrics, the intonation and powerfully sweet and 
melancholy emotion in Ben’s expressive, solid 
voice, makes these songs what they are, because 
he truly feels the music and draws the listener in.

Ben Knighten deserves a lot of recognition for 
the wisdom, beauty, and heartfelt emotion of 
this album, and “Light the Way” is a perfect 
introduction for those unfamiliar with this talented 
singer-songwriter. His, is a voice that wears well, 

and becomes a favored friend as one listens to 
the songs over and over again.

OFFICIAL LINK: 
www.benknightenmusic.com
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The Pardos are an alternative rock duo 
from Queens, NY. Taking sounds from 
folk and punk, and their name from 
legendary TV announcer Don Pardo 
– Adam Rudy (vocals, guitar) and Ben 
Schiery (vocals, accordion) write songs 
about love, loneliness, and space. The 
Pardos will soon be releasing their 
album “Bad Ideas & Good Intentions”, 
which will be available as a FREE 
download at the band’s website on 
the 25th of February.

If you are already The Pardos fan, 
there is nothing else I can tell you. 

However for all newbies, I can tell 
you that exploring the seemingly 
eclectic work of The Pardos is taxing. 
The first several listens, especially 
for newcomers, will inspire more 
bewilderment than endearment – 
but I’ve found that it almost always 
pays off in the end. The thing with 
The Pardos is, they’re weird from 
the vocals down, with their constant 
fluctuations between rock, punk, 
racy rhythms, wacky anthems, 
swanky brass sounds, and downright 
freaky hybrid melodies, occasionally 
infiltrated by melodica and mandolin 

interludes. Yet in the end, you can 
pinpoint their style pretty easily. It’s so 
damn original!

Adam Rudy’s nasally, flat-sounding 
(but not really), highly effected 
voice, is usually spouting off about 
something that makes absolutely no 
sense in the context of my personal 
human knowledge. The duo may shift 
speeds, take turns using a variety of 
instruments, and defy all predictions 
at the start of each new track, but 
there’s a familiar glow about them 
that even they cannot escape. Both 

The Pardos
“Bad Ideas & Good Intentions”
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their style and the rhythms of their music are instantly 
recognizable. Sorry guys, you’re just that different!

Over the last few days I’ve adapted to “Bad Ideas & Good 
Intentions” beyond the few highlights that inspired me to 
listen to it in its entirety in the first place – the absolutely 
perfect crunchy and gritty pop-punk chant, “Authority”, 
plus the sprawling brass swing of “Savoir Fair” and the killer, 
piano-driven instrumental “Refuge”, not to mention the 
brilliant vocoder-induced “A (Very) Still Life”, probably the 
best song in the entire collection, alongside the grinding 
synths of “The Economist”.  If you like cheeky, surreal music 
then probably this is the album to get. The Pardos manage 
to be goofy without being stupid and edgy without being 
pretentious. Even the usually unaffected individuals are 
sure to find themselves turning their heads and saying 
“What!” to 8 bars of music by this duo.

Every single The Pardos song, is unique and holds a story 
behind it (which only they get!), making it extremely 
interesting every time you listen (because you still don’t 
get it!). However, there are so many upbeat songs that 
you will be singing out loud without realizing it. Part of the 
charm of The Pardos is that their songs cannot fall into any 
particular category but once one gets into your head, you 
get obsessed with it.

To fully enjoy this album, there are a few requirements. First 
and foremost, you have to be an adventurous and open-
minded person; those two qualities will help you enjoy 
“Bad Ideas & Good Intentions” even more. And second, 
you need to be able to appreciate an eclectic variety of 
music styles. Not only do The Pardos cover a plethora of 
styles, they infuse those styles with enough originality to 
make the songs go places you’d never expect. This is hugely 
innovative and quirky music from a hugely innovative and 
quirky band!

OFFICIAL WEBSITE:
www.thepardos.com

Words rick Jamm 
PhotograPhs 

The Pardos
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‘A native of the Grande Ronde Valley, Weston Simonis has been on the local music scene for many years. Simonis has been 
the frontman for several bands over the years, including Drive By, Hopeless Endeavor and The October Sky. As frontman 
for the band Metal Under the Influence, Simonis and his band mates won the ‘Battle of the Bands’ contest then went on to 
participate in the Warp Tour, playing at both Boise State University and Eastern Oregon University.

After high school, Simonis went on to study at Full Sail University in Florida, known for being one of the best multimedia insti-
tutes in the nation. Working with music producer Michael (Wolf) Reaves (Metallica, Jay-Z and Justin Timberlake), Simonis gained 

Weston Simonis
“Moments of Intoxication” 
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Words rick Jamm  | PhotograPhs Weston simonis

the skills needed to open his own recording studio in La 
Grande. He has also been growing his own career as a 
performing artist, and had a fair amount of success with 
his single “Lynique”, which can be heard on Jango Radio, 
Live 365, Future FM, iHeart Radio, and Spotify. At the 
close of last year Weston Simonis launched his latest 
single entitled, “Moments of Intoxication”.

Simonis did an amazing job with this track. I think the 
song stays true to who he is – an artist that doesn’t 
completely fit within the confines of one particular 
genre of music, and I think that, in and of itself, is pretty 
transcendent and awesome. No one can better them-
selves by simply being one-dimensional. It would be a 
disservice to all the experiences you’ve amassed along 
the path to the present. Yet at the same time this isn’t a 
departure from who Simonis is at the core, it is just him 
evolving into greatness.

On first listen, Weston Simonis is one of those artists 
that you just want to dislike. Maybe it’s because he is 
so far ahead of you, in mixing sounds, styles and musi-
cal textures. Or maybe it’s because he has a vocal range 
that stretches from coast to coast, and then he plays a 
whole set of musical instruments to go along with that 
too. He is not pop, punk, rock, or emo; in fact he is all of 
those things, sometimes in the same song! So it’s con-
fusing and you can’t put your finger on exactly why, but 
you just know that you shouldn’t like him. But he is so 
damn good at what he does, and his songs are catchy, 
the lyrics are smart and his energy is very evident…that 
you end up loving him instead!

“Moments of Intoxication” is nothing short of spectacu-
lar, wrapped up in Latin, pop, rock and urban flavors; 
Simonis takes the reins of his own musical diversity and 
constructs a single of depth and unbridled energy. It ex-
plodes with vitality and grit and a rough edge polished 
over with intensity and both musical and vocal prow-
ess. I was smitten upon the first listen, and Simonis’ 
screaming falsetto continues to live in my head now. 
The arrangement, the lyrics, the voice…this is music you 
can feel in your bones.

I have listened to some of Simonis’ previous stuff and I think that 
“Moments of Intoxication” is one of the coolest things that he has 
ever done. Music is about doing what you feel, and not about fit-
ting into a genre or trend, and the writing that goes into Weston 
Simonis’ creations and the feeling that comes out, just hits me in 
the right way!

OFFICIAL WEBSITE: 
www.westonsimonis.com



Tommy Shafer is a 16 year old singer-songwriter from New Jersey who has been singing ever since he was 
inspired by Justin Bieber when he watched his 2011 Documentary “Never Say Never.” Tommy never got serious 
until March of 2012 when he picked up his dad’s Martin guitar and learned a few Justin Bieber songs. A few 
months later he bought his own Epiphone Hummingbird Acoustic guitar and soon enough he started posting 
YouTube videos and got a few hits. But Tommy didn’t stop there.

Tommy was writing songs and felt he needed to put them into some sort of collective effort. So he set his 
thoughts on putting together a 5-track EP. The problem was that neither he, nor his family, had the money 
to throw around into recording expenses, plus Tommy had no record label to invest in his music either. This 
resulted in him having to find a job to get the necessary funds, and then locating a studio to suit his budget- 
which is exactly what he did!

Luckily Tommy and his dad were able to handle all the production work by themselves – playing guitars, 
drums, keyboards and other acoustic instruments. Matthew Maroulakos took care of the engineering work. 
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“BreaKthrough”

Tommy Shafer
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Tommy Shafer

The result is Tommy Shafer’s debut EP “Breakthrough”. 
What this is: a young musician’s first EP and a taste of 
his songwriting and vocal abilities. What this isn’t: the 
most complex, technical, perfected album. But it’s a 
very enjoyable body of work and achieves what it sets 
out to be- a showcase for Tommy Shafer’s raw talents. 
The music will make you think of the usual teenage star 
comparisons – while also making you wonder, hey this 
guy sounds a little different from those other artists. 
Tommy is not only a good singer and performer, but 
he is a great writer and a real musician – a key to being 
a success in the ‘real’ musical world.

When you’re listening to his music you can’t help but 
appreciate his voice, because it is riveting and it gets 
to your core. The tracks here show many examples 
of Tommy’s fine all-round abilities, but he’s still in the 
fixing stages, so we will have to hang on a while before 
he engages the avenue he will eventually follow. While 
there are some songs I like more than others, there is 
not one song that I dislike. The strong ones definitely 
include “In My Eyes”, “I Am Right Here” and “One and 
Only Girl”. These songs have class and depth, with just 
a touch of that naïve honesty rarely found in older 
musicians, yet at the same time he delivers heartfelt 
performances with a maturity that belies his years.

The music and lyrics mesh well, while Tommy kept his 
inspirations flowing throughout the EP. His supple voice 
is light and sweet, but has a depth that indicates that he 
is growing up. The lyrics are well-written and every part 
of each song goes together. There are certainly nods to 
artists that have influenced him but this is no copy-cat 
EP, as Tommy goes all-out to demonstrate the quality 
of his music. He performs catchy songs completely 
devoid of “pimpin’” and “ho’s”. And that’s a tall order in 
the current music scene. Tommy is working hard to get 
where he wants to be, and his music is certainly meant 
for everyone.

Tommy Shafer has the musical abilities that you rarely 

see in an artist of his age. He feels the songs he sings 
and makes you feel them too. Personally I think he 
could go very far and I look forward to watching how 
he develops and manipulates his career from here on 
out!
OFFICIAL LINK: www.tommyshafer.com
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 “He writes and performs every musical note 

beautifully, never missing a beat. His soulful 

and meaningful lyrics always grab the listeners’ 

attention.”
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Whenever Michael Blu releases something new, it is never a return to form, it’s a completely new 

direction that shows Michael Blu is magic. If anything, it shows that whenever he wants, he can do any 

kind of music. He has beats and sounds that we’ve never heard him do before and that we never even 

expected. It never sounds like Michael Blu is chasing trends, but more like trends are chasing him, as 

he undauntingly continues blending Funk, EDM, Alternative, and Pop like only he can. 
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His music is inspired 
and focused while 
the production and 
performances are truly 
stellar. The battle between 
the flesh and the spirit has 
been an integral part of 
his music. The harmony of 
people is something near 
and dear to this artist’s heart 
and he often makes music 
that can make you think, 
and fill you with positivity. 
It never ceases to amaze 
me how often this man 
switches gears and comes 
out on top of the dung heap. 

Popular music is once again 
in such a state that you 
cannot turn on the radio or 
TV without seeing clones 
of artists cloning others. 
Michael Blu proves that his 
genius is limitless on just 
about every release. Time 
and time again he wows 
the world with his vast 
musical abilities and places 
in our laps, real music, 
instead of the muddy 
pop mess heard time and 
time again on the radio. 

He did it with the “Mr.
Spaceman”, and he 
repeated himself with “Sing 
A New Love” and “I’m The 

King”, to name just a few.
The arrangements, 
musicianship, and the 
tightness to his songs 
are incomparable. Most 
of Michael Blu’s releases 
flirt with his talent and 
maximizes, always 
showing him consistently 
passionate, focused, and 
coming from a mature lyrical 
perspective, while avoiding 
any potentially-awkward 
attempts to imitate other 
emulators in his genre. 

In fact, Michael mixes 
classic organic substance 
with modern electronic 
style, managing to tweak 
a near-perfectly balanced 
sound that results in music 
that sounds so familiar, yet 
so fresh. He incorporates 
some very progressive 
beats, rhythms, harmonies, 
packaged with incredible 
vocal performances. There 
is no one out there in the 
“pop” market putting out 
music like Michael Blu. 

It is always surprising, has 
depth lyrically, and musically 
is above and beyond other 
artists in the popular music 
industry today. Simply put, 
Michael Blu is about one 

of the best independent 
songwriters out there.
Few other indie musicians 
can compare with Michael 
Blu’s constant exploration 
into new tones, his rich 
command of language, his 
intellectual outlook on life, 
his search for simplicity and 
his amazing complexity 
when he wants it. 

Over and above the 
mesmerizing soundscapes 
and electrifying rhythms, I’ve 
always presumed Michael 
to be one of the very few 
artists who actually have 
something meaningful and 
interesting to say and share.  

His voice and music are 
a delight to the ears and 
his words are a pleasure 
to hear unravel into joy, 
deep thought, surprise, 
and in many cases become 
engraved in our minds.
Michael Blu is an artist 
with a human touch, and 
a stylishness that is rare. 
He makes music that’s 
as good for listening as it 
is medicine for the soul!

O F F I C I A L L I N K : 
www,michaelblumusic.com 
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“Michael Blu is one of the most talented and smart indie musicians around. His style 
is incomparable and unique. Yet he’s not rigid in the way he builds his sound. His 
music is continually morphing and adapting to the times.”
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Black Market Cartel Entertainment, the go-to recording studio for the DC metropolitan area, have released their latest project, “Big Hit – 

Charlie’s Vacation” featuring Jelani Kwesi.  This is not an album about the bling, bling, violence, disrespecting women, etc., this is an album 

enlightening and uplifting the mind while grooving to some hypnotic beats that helps keep the head noddin’. I love how the album relates 

on so many levels from Black pride and unity to love for women, and keeping the faith.

The 8 tracks on this album are diverse, ranging from up-tempo bangers to quiet and introspective. The fact that this is not in everybody’s 

player right now, just shows you that people nowadays don’t care about substance, or skill. Big Hit’s music has a ton of substance to it. He 

also has amazing lyrics, and great metaphors that come so quickly and work so well with every beat. And the beats provided by the likes of 

Jelani Kwesi, MA and Rare Village are all amazing, but I guess that kind of skill doesn’t matter.

Big Hit doesn’t talk violently, and he doesn’t have repetitive beats to go with his songs, or weak lyrics and silly hooks made to sell albums. 

Words rick Jamm  PhotograPhs Black Market Cartel Entertainment

 Big Hit – Charlie’s Vacation
featuring Jelani Kwesi
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But then again, it seems that great hip hop is no longer 

appreciated. Not many people are still listening to old 

school rap or artists like 2Pac and Biggie, or even Nas , 

Mos Def, Common and Talib Kweli. Thank heavens there 

are still collectives like Black Market Cartel Entertainment 

and artists like Big Hit and his crew that are bringing us 

modern rap with super tight productions and smartly 

sung hooks – which could lift the dust on any Top40 

chart – without forgetting the deep lyricism of classic hip 

hop.

True hip hop heads will know that Big Hit is a smart 

emcee, and overall on this album he shows us what true 

hip hop can be. Although there are up-tempo battle 

tracks, there’s no mindlessly materialistic braggadocio 

to be found here. Rather, this is music which analyzes 

life and gives us Big Hit unique take on things. It’s almost 

like a one-sided conversation in which Big Hit talks to us 

and tells us about himself, and what he thinks about the 

world that surrounds us, and him. 

He often proves insightful and provocative. Songs that 

strongly impacted both my mind and soul on “Charlie’s 

Vacation”, include “Collision2 (Prod. By MA)” “Slow 

Suicide (Prod. By Jelani Kwesi)”, “Slow Suicide (Prod. By 

Jelani Kwesi)”, “4th Quarter Feat. Quality (Prod. By Rare 

Village)” and “On Point (Prod. By Jelani Kwesi)”. BMC 

Entertainment and Big Hit go against the grain of today’s 

commercial and champagne, superficial rappers, and 

take you on a thought provoking journey throughout this 

album.

A thoughtful collection of tracks such as “Charlie’s 

Vacation” is rarely found in hip hop these days and Big 

Hit rightfully assumes his place among underground’s 

top emcees with this release. This album is easily one of 

the best of the year so far and should be purchased by 

anyone who likes to think hip hop, or simply anyone who 

likes to think!

OFFICIAL LINK: 
www.blackmarketcartelent.com

Big Hit
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Born in Columbia, South Carolina, and raised in Jacksonville, Florida, A. Armstrong has a burning desire to inspire, 
empower, and uplift a troubled, low self-esteemed, depressed, and stressed humanity. As an artist, his music 
changed drastically when he took a position as a paraprofessional at an elementary school in 2010. Working 
directly with children, interacting with them daily, witnessing their inner struggles (socially, emotionally, and 
academically) and noticing the effects of troubled households sparked a renewed fire within Armstrong musically. 
In 2012, his younger brother (age 23) committed suicide. This tragedy has had an even more profound impact on 
his music and overall direction.

 A. Armstrong
“retrolution”
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A.Armstrong’s latest album “Retrolution” (Retro + 
Revolution), is composed of “retro” music from 70’s 
R&B classics and old school Hip-Hop. The album 
was released on 1/22/2016 to commemorate the 
legendary Sam Cooke who was born on 1/22/1931. 
This is one of those recordings, in my opinion, that you 
can put on, and let it play. There isn’t any nonsense 
on this album. No fake bravado, no filler tracks, just 
straight up hip-hop. If you are looking at grabbing this 
product, you already know how great A. Armstrong is. 
If someone suggested it to you that knows hip hop and 
wants you to know what real hip-hop is, go get this 
album, and download it now, or whatever you have to 
do to get your ears on it!

“Retrolution” is definitely an album worth buying if for 
no other reason than to inspire more artists to follow 
the true leader. No doubt A. Armstrong will broaden 
his appeal with this album. The truth is unless an artist 
makes money he or she gets marginalized and we 
get the garbage that gets played on the radio. Talent 
is not saying Ni**a in every other line or talking about 
what you have in every rhyme, but that’s what’s making 
money right now and getting labeled as real hip-hop. 
“Retrolution” is true hip-hop without the fake beefs 
and diss tracks.

Hip Hop has its trends like any other form of media 
or art. Right now it is in this garbage mode where 
almost everything that comes out is throwaway. So, 
thank A. Armstrong for bringing us back to where Hip 
Hop should be. This album delivers lyrically, musically, 
and spiritually. Artists in any genre have an obligation 
to transcend their art form. A. Armstrong has done 
that, across these 18 tracks. From the opening “Fred 
Hampton Intro”, through the standouts, “People Make 
the World Go Round”, “Straighten it Out feat (Elder 
Tyronne Brown)”, “Reflection of God”, “Knowledge 
Supreme (feat Elder Tyronne Brown)”, “It Takes II”, 

A. Armstrong
Words rick Jamm  PhotograPhs  a. armstrong

“What’s LOVE?”, “A Salute to Paris (P-Dog the Bush 
Killa)” and “Pillar of Hope”,  this album is solid, a piece 
of supreme thought and execution.

Just like with every word A. Armstrong spits; the smooth 
delivery fits right into the rhythm and melody of these 
classic R&B music blends. This is the kind of music hip 
hop should have evolved itself into and I hope that other 
artists take heed to this and follow his road to evolution 
for all our sake so that the airwaves can once again be 
the medium for real music and not the meaningless ear 
candy we hear today.

OFFICIAL WEBSITE: 
www.reverbnation.com/aarmstrong7
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Left in the Dark

Left In The Dark is a 4 piece alternative-rock and metal band from the Dayton Ohio area. The band has released their 13 track 
debut album “Shadowglass”, which they recorded, mixed, and mastered themselves. The album was co-written by vocalist 
Josh Schaurer and drummer Brian Gerth. The other performing members in the band are George Hargreaves on guitar, and 
Travis Reynolds on bass. Left In The Dark started playing shows late in 2015, but have been a band for two years, most of 
which was spent writing and recording their debut album.

Left In The Dark did an amazing job with this album you have the mixture of heavy metal jams like Metallica, catchier rock 
songs and anthems like Three Days Grace, and Shinedown. But personally what got me with this album was the not sticking 
to all metal or all rock, as they use different sounds and textures to make all kinds of rock fans excited about their music. 
“Shadowglass” ranks up there with whatever your classics are. Period. It is a genre-buster that is bound to unite rock fans 

“Shadowglass” 
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of whatever sub-genre. “Shadowglass” is ingenious and a 
clever work of music. Left In The Dark’s music here is dark, 
yet uplifting. To give their music that uplifting quality, they 
obviously have to go ‘emo’ you’re thinking, but rest assured 
they stayed away from it. They mix emotional and hardcore 
with sweet and sick. They blend gentle, sprawling acoustic 
pianos with screaming, gut-busting power chords. They 
combine elements from rock and metal to create an assault 
of razor sharp riffs within a massive wall of sound, where Josh 
Schaurer’s vocals are allowed to scream, soar and soothe.

What the members of Left In The Dark have crafted here 
is an incredibly emotional, loud, and technically impressive 
album; one that just fills you with unbridled energy. It starts 
out with a cool, slow paced piano build-up of an intro, which 
leads to the first kick-in-the-pants actual song – “Denial”. 
Singer Schaurer’s melodic lead vocal is supported by 
pounding drums and bass and killer guitars which rise and 
fall throughout the track. But it is the third cut, “Lie To Me”, 
which starts to unleash the full hardcore power of this band. 
It is exactly here that you realize that finally you have found 
a new rock band with an absolutely insane amount of talent 
that still can appeal to the masses.

“We Aren’t” opens with a furious guitar rampage and bursts 
into an epic score, melding hope and despair together in a 
three-and-a-half minute tribute to the more classical metal 
sound, which is pure guitar bliss. Josh Schaurer can sing 
beautifully, he can scream with enormous talent, and he 
can do a melodic growl when he wants to. That Left In The 
Dark can deliver some of the most intense and beautiful 
hard melodic rock that the human body is capable of, is 
made clear on “Last Request”, “Riptide” and “So Far Away”. 
All throughout these songs George Hargreaves proves that 
you don’t need a crazy guitar solo to show off guitar skills, 
you can easily pull it off with creative riffs that go perfectly 
with the vocals.

There are many bands trying to be hard these days. Left 
In The Dark do not have to try. Clearly their music is what 
comes naturally to them. I had multiple eargasms listening to 
“Gone”, where the band mixes sweet melody with malicious 

Left In The Dark
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metal. Josh Schaurer’s distinctive voice, combined with 
George Hargreaves’ crushing riffs, and the thunderous beats 
of the percussion section provided by Travis Reynolds on 
bass and Brian Gerth on drums, allows for complete and utter 
controlled mayhem, giving me the song I’ve been waiting for. 
The song that confirms this is no ordinary rock band…not by 
a long shot!

“Best Wishes”, “Runaway” and “One Last Time”, again, 
seamlessly combines the band’s classic edgy vocals with 
melodic choruses, grinding guitar riffs, tight bass lines, and 
heart pounding drum beats into cohesive works of epic rock 
art. In particular, with its changing tempos and amazingly 
layered harmonies, “One Last Time” is my second favorite 
song on the entire album, after “Gone”. Left In The Dark 
consistently reach their potential on “Shadowglass” by 
creating empowering and energy filled tones with catchy 
hooks throughout the entire album. To cut a long story short, 
grab this if you don’t have it, an absolute must for anyone 
who appreciates modern rock music.

OFFICIAL LINK: 
www.facebook.com/leftinthedarkofficial



the World Intellectual Property 
Organization in Geneva 
Switzerland at the invitation of 
the U.S Mission to Geneva and 
Ambassador Pamela Hamamoto.

J Metro has achieved increased 
levels of success with his music, 
including 7 Billboard Charting 
Singles and being considered 
for “Song of the Year” and “Solo 
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J Metro has opened Faith Evans, 
Brian McKnight, John B, Mary J. 
Blige, Maurice Star, Allen Stone 
and Bruno Mars at the Arena 
theater and Warehouse live 
Music venue in Houston Texas. In 
2013 J Metro toured West Africa 
as the headlining American 
artist in the Jazz A Ouaga Music 
Festival located in Burkina Faso. 
In 2015 J Metro performed for 

Pop Performance” fields in the 
first round of voting for the 57th 
Grammy awards. Recently who 
is best known for his smooth 
production style and unique 
songwriting, dropped his latest 
single, entitled “Slow Motion”. 
With many hits under his belt, 
he looks to shake up the industry 
again this time around.

J Metro
“Slow Motion”

Words rick Jamm  | PhotograPhs J Metro
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This is R&B at its best, J Metro has so much amazing 
talent, and this time around he throws in a theme that 
many can relate to – domestic abuse and violence 
in relationships, as he talks about someone getting 
his own back on a very ‘complex’, self-centered, and 
‘disrespectful’ lady. But J Metro’s vision sees that we 
all have an option, instead of engaging in physical 
altercations. The best option would be to leave, or as J 
Metro puts it: “The best thing I can do for you is leave 
you, before I slap the shit out of you in slow motion”.

“Slow Motion” is great through and through. J Metro’s 
voice is in rare form, the writing is near perfection and 
the production is totally on point. I love the melody 
and harmony in the song which adds to the spirit 
of the track. It’s impossible not to appreciate and 
find yourself nothing short of mesmerized by the 
harmonic chorus, and the story that J Metro brings to 
life as the song unfolds, as well as the genuineness 
that seems to be lacking in most of today’s music.

One of the countless reasons J Metro is able to 
captivate true fans of R&B is the way that he is able 
to talk about every part of the experience of love and 
relationships in a way that captures the essence of 
the subject he is discussing. His lyrical spectrum is so 
complete and fulfilling and yet he is able to still find 
new issues, realities, and experiences that anyone 
who is fortunate enough to hear, can relate to.

Not only is the sound of J Metro the reason that he 
deserves distinguished recognition (even more than 
the kind he has received), but also the instrumental, 
Produced by Rueben Wood that serves as the 
foundation to J Metro’s incomparable vocal styling, 
makes him a sheer delight to listen to.

OFFICIAL LINK: www.jmetromusic.com

J Metro



Talented artist, musician and producer, Duncan 

Burnett got his start in music very early in life by 

being introduced to the drums. Always a stickler 

for perfection Duncan is continuing to master 

his craft and has extended his reach into Hip 

Hop.  Money never being the objective Duncan 

aims to make a positive impact in the hearts and 

minds of our generation’s youth. Duncan’s soulfully 

organic sound is created by several talents and 
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 Duncan Burnett“Soulcially Conscious”

personalities that make up his powerful collective.

“Soulcially Conscious” is the latest release from Duncan 
Burnett.  Duncan, for me, has long been one of the 
more intelligent staples in hip hop, always counted on 
to come correct with meaningful thought provoking 
lyrics, and real music. A lot of hip hop is only done 
with computers and whatnot but make no mistake 
people: Duncan Burnett is the real thing – he blends the 
organic with electronic. Not only is this album instantly 
captivating and beautifully produced, but it actually has 
sheer emotion. Not well-thought ideas but genuine 
feeling. Not only does it sound good, it feels good.

“Soulcially Conscious” finds Duncan in a morosely 
reflective mood. It’s the aural equivalent of him 
putting us all in front of a mirror, reflecting the 
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Duncan Burnett
past and pondering the future and wondering 
where our places are in this unbalanced world. 
This deep introspection is achieved by mood and 
texture, not heavy-handed thought, which makes 
this album even more powerful and intoxicating. 
This is a perfect example of why I still manage to 
appreciate hip hop in the modern era. It makes 
me feel good when hearing something like this 
because this is what my type of hip hop music is all 
about – social awareness, a positive message, live 
instruments, uniqueness and creativity.

The beats are really soulful and nice. Some of the 
beats I could just listen to all day, with a great blend 
of different instruments. There aren’t any filler 
tracks, and each track seems to be just as good 
as the last. I love the vibe the entire album gives, 
and it’s hard to stop listening to it, or skip a track. 
This album stayed in my media player for about 
3 straight hours, uninterrupted. My favorite tracks 
are: “3 Sides”, “Blah”, “H.M.F.Y.S. (Feat. Approach)”, 
“Angel”, “Solid Gold Feel (Feat. Hermon Mehari)” 
and “Tobin Frost”.

Simply put, this album is amazing and even better 
than his 6-track Ep, titled R.I.O.T. (Realize It’s Our 
Time), released early last year. What I have found 
with “Soulcially Conscious” is that Duncan Burnett 
has outdone himself with the sequencing of the 
album. It is hard to not listen to the entire album 
at a one sitting, simply because the songs flow so 
well into another. I never find myself searching for 
the ‘next’ button. Duncan lyrically and technically, 
holds things together without ever being too 
overzealous with his rhyming. The sound is organic, 
lean, melodic and soulful; it’s the kind of record you 
can play over and over again, whether you like hip-
hop, jazz, soul or pop.

OFFICIAL LINK: 
www.duncanburnett.com
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Kenzani
“Dark Spark”

Kedar Santwani aka Kenzani is a big room house & electro house DJ and music producer. 

Kenzani’s childhood was spent moving across continents which exposed him to various 

genres of music and influences, which include Avicii, Knife Party, Dillon Francis & Kaskade. 
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Kenzani’s sets include Progressive, Electro, 

Commercial as well as Tech House.

If you have a powerful stereo, Kenzani’s latest track, 
“Dark Spark” will rock the house like nothing you’ve 
ever heard. It’s incredibly dynamic, almost tearing 
the air around you. Many contemporary electronic 
artists have a specific type of listener they try and 
target. I don’t think this is the case with Kenzani. He is 
an artist that takes musicality and rhythmic precision 
very seriously. Not only are his songs musically sound 
and very technical, but almost all of them have 
tremendous rhythmic pulsations that induce urges 
within you to get up and dance. This is the case with 
“Dark Spark”.

From the opening bars to the very last second of 
“Dark Spark”, I found myself, not only captivated, 
but amazed, entertained, and energized. The track 
comes off as a bull charging towards its victim, with 
so much momentum and energy that attempting to 
slow it down would be a fruitless endeavor. The song 
is constantly changing, never relying on a single loop 
or phrase for too long. And “Dark Spark” is not lite, 
easy-listening electronica either. It’s harsh and brash, 
with the mids turned up to make sure you don’t lose 
your concentration during the piece!

The beat is very precise, yet the loose, wavering 
synth and piano sounds that surround it gives the 
song a feeling of freedom. All the distinct melodies 
come together very nicely as a testament to Kenzani’s 
musical precision. When all these elements come 
together, it creates a great recipe for dancing. With its 
unique, big, and aggressively emotional sound “Dark 
Spark” is an absolute essential for any fan of electronic 
dance music. Kenzani truly takes your mind and body 
for a whirl through electronic euphoria.

OFFICIAL LINK: www.kenzani.com

Kenzani
Words rick Jamm  PhotograPhs Kenzani



years and is owner of the record 

label ‘No Bounds Records’ which 

features new house music from 

artists all around the world. 
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Mel Sound is a house music 

producer located near 

Washington D.C. She has been 

producing house music for 5 

Her latest track “Total Society” 

will be available in all stores on 

Friday March 4th.

Mel Sound
“Total Society”

Words rick Jamm  | PhotograPhs Mel sound
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Mel Sound

The major problem with a lot of EDM these 
days is the repetitive atmospheres that 
claim to be original and new. Bah! Do you 
know how many times I hear the same old 
same tune in terms of sound? It gets quite 
annoying at times and very unappealing. 
Mel Sound, however, is an exception to this 
rule. She seems to reinvent herself with 
each new release, blessing her listeners with 
something fresh and flat-out marvelous.
You’ve just got to hand it to Mel Sound. 
Rarely does she put a foot wrong, and 
“Total Society” proves that she deserves a 
place at the high end of the DJ/producer 
premier league. 

Upon a first hearing of this track, one is 
immediately impressed by its seamlessness 
production, the bright up-tempo 
arrangement and characteristic elegance, 
but it isn’t until the second or third hearing 
that the listener begins to realize that there 
is more at work here than an attempt to 
craft a good dance track.

Mel Sound seems to be aiming at something 
higher here; she is aiming to achieve 
something that not only makes one move 
physically, but moves one spiritually also. 
There are hidden connections between 
this track’s unseen bonds between vocal 
adlibs, bouncing synths and rolling pianos 
that make its influence felt even though it 
may be imperceptible. 

The developing movement of the track is 
based on Mel Sound’s individual aesthetic, 
a profoundly sensitive one, which takes 
you on a journey that reflects the varied 
moods of the groove and euphoria you 
encounter on the dance floor. The bass, 
the beat, everything about “Total Society” 

is impeccable, as it perfectly represents the 
best of EDM music today. The sounds are 
all fresh, bubbling and energetic and have 
a groove that underlies everything, driving 
your body to move!

OFFICIAL LINK: 

www.melsoundproductions.com
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Randy Ichinose 
“ C’Est la Vie “

randy ichinose is a 22 year-old italian musician. he released his first shoegaze e.P. “all Pilots at the ready” 
in 2013 and in february 2016 he released his first l.P. “c’est la Vie”. randy is from a region of italy where 
both italian and french are official languages so his song are written in both these languages. randy is a 
strict vegan and vegan activist since 2012, randy sings and plays all of the instruments in his songs.

“c’est la Vie”, contains a rich mixture of styles and emotions, varying from quieter, reflective numbers (such 
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as 055 (feat. chris holoyda) and c’est la dose Qui 
fait le Poison) to mid-tempo power pop (Jusqu’à 
ce que chaque cage soit ) to full on rock (Jason 
Gideon, il cuore (feat. Milouze Gondek) and esto 
Gaza). the one constant is that the songwriting and 
performances are consistently excellent.  there are 
some rock anthems on here that just blow the doors 
off of anything that came out since the era of post 
grunge sound-alike bands.

the songs flow and the structures are cohesive, but 
you won’t find any pretentiousness in this – just 
some of the most gorgeous, emotional, dynamics-
laden and rocking music ever made. this album 
sweeps you away with its grand rhythmic crescendos 
and randy ichinose powerful, echoed and emotive 
vocals. the best part of this album though, is the 
songwriting, which is the most difficult thing to 
appreciate in popular music. No tricks, no slick studio 
stuff, just good music.

an amazing use of guitar textures and sonic 
landscaping makes “c’est la Vie” one of the most 
interesting rock albums of the year so far. it takes 
a couple of listens to appreciate all the songs, but 
some will stand out during the first listen. there are 
killer riffs and lots of electric guitar mastery, but no 
masturbatory solos, as randy does not spend any 
time being arty, pretentious and showing off. sudden 
musical shifts from meandering melodic to flat-out 
rocking, vivid synthetic properties, soaring choruses, 
and an overall love for crafting multi-layered guitar 
music are put on display here.

few bands can write something as convincingly 
crossover, vintage, grunge, emo and shoegaze as this, 
on one album. randy ichinose’s voice is so expressive 
and versatile, alternately tough and tender. he can 
go from sweetly sensitive to bitterly venomous 
in two seconds flat. Generally, the guitars churn 

Randy Ichinose

relentlessly like machinery, but they sometimes 
flutter around like strange butterflies, once in a while 
jangling, and occasionally screaming in overload. 
“c’est la Vie” represents randy ichinose’s pinnacle 
(thus far), especially in terms of achieving his rocking 
atmospheric sound as well as writing some of his 
best songs.

OFFICIAL LINK:
https://randyichinose.bandcamp.com/album/cest-
la-vie
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Johnny Pants & Cortez

This album “Lonesome Dangers” began as a series of basement demos during the autumn of 2014, says Johnny Pants. 
“Inspired by Beck’s One Foot in the Grave, I originally planned to record a lo-fi anti-folk EP. I wanted a surreal and odd sound, 
so I contacted Cortez in the hope that he would provide synth to starkly contrast my guitar. The project took off immediately. 
We traded demos and found the lens through which we would write.  There are two vague arcs in Lonesome Dangers. One 
involves a scientist struggling with escapism after the departure of his lover. The other involves an alien who seeks human 
romance.”

Johnny Pants & Cortez went about recording each other’s parts in separate home studios and mixed everything throughout 
2015. The result is the 12 track, lo-fi indie album “Lonesome Dangers”, which plays off the strong contrast between acoustic 
and synthetic. At times poetic, at times prophetic, and at times just lush and beautiful, this album will grow on you more and 
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more with every listen. With its gorgeously eclectic lyrics and electro-folksy songs, Johnny Pants has proven that he is an 
upcoming singer-songwriter that means business. In an industry flooded with such monotonous imagery, Johnny gives us the 
worldly observations of an otherworldly man submerged in varying imperfect emotional dilemmas.

The synth numbers exhibit a more ecstatic type of expression, tending to be on the mid to up-tempo side with addictive 
melodious and strong percussive textures. But the moods on this album varies sharply, and you will find yourself alternating 
between sparse, soft and twangy acoustic-guitar soundscapes and exultant choral arrangements, as Johnny Pants & Cortez 
blend whimsical, breathtaking styles with more personal approaches. I would say the album has a multifaceted emotional 
essence, which expresses itself via a rich variety of contrasting styles whilst remaining perfectly cohesive. The effect is uplifting, 
inspiring and psychologically salubrious.

“Lonesome Dangers”, is simple and deep at the same time. In the overall eclectic beauty of this album, there are also brief 
moments of noise, dissonance and distortion, but the overall mood Johnny Pants & Cortez sets with the various instruments 
is original and intriguing. Johnny’s acoustic strum which dominates the preponderance of “Lonesome Dangers” songs, leaving 
room to highlight his premium songwriting skills are what attracts me most. Therefore I obviously fell head over heels for songs 
like “Chapter”, “She Don’t Trust Scientists”, “Ette”, “Carousel Lights”, “Starlight” and “Feeling Lost”, more than anything else.

At the most elemental level, Johnny’s songwriting is captivating and simple. His has ability to capture and transmit so beautifully 
a feeling of intimacy in his songs while his lyrics are weaved brilliantly around the songs’ music. You can’t help but fall in love 
with this collection of music. All the adjectives have probably already been used to describe “Lonesome Dangers”…beautiful, 
haunting, quirky, and passionate, so I won’t need to use them all in adding my praise and appreciation for this work, but the 
simple charm of Johnny Pants & Cortez will amaze you, inspire you, and have you hooked to its narrative.

OFFICIAL LINK: WWW.JOHNNYPANTS.NET

Johnny Pants & Cortez
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Anxious Houseguest

Anxious Houseguest, the stage name of Kris Savitski, is a solo music project based out of 

Portland, OR. Originally growing up on the east coast, Kris’s foundation in music began 

with classical piano, later forming the noise rock band Predella with some local friends 

in college. Soon after moving to Portland for a fresh start, he began working with midi 

keyboards, software synths, samples, and looping software to develop a solo project.

In anticipation a full album release in May this year, Anxious Houseguest, has released the single. As 
soon as the opening notes of the track kick in, there’s something strangely comforting about Anxious 
Houseguest’s post-punk sensibilities and Kris Savitski’s melancholy yet energetic voice.  I would describe 
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this rock as mesmerizing with a deep penetrating 
beat, a haunting ringing guitar, and lyrics that seem 
to weave the two together to make one of the 
most unique sounds in the music scene currently.

If you’ve ever wondered whether you’ll be around 
for the appearance of another truly great artist 
that transcends the ordinary of pop music by 
delivering the raw emotions few others can, take a 
listen to “The Woods of This House”. It introduces 
the listener to the atmosphere being painted by 
Anxious Houseguest, with blurry guitars, layered 
synths and distant melodic vocals, while driving 
bass and punchy drumming keep your heart 
pounding.

At their most capturing Anxious Houseguest are 
best at their darkest. And dark they are mostly 
throughout, as they narrate a harrowing story 
which is paradoxically not rare for the every-man. 
Obviously Kris Savitski is not rediscovering the 
moon but let’s be fair here. There’s a reason why 
the rock scene is stagnant these days and that 
reason is that it has become damn hard to sound 
original any more, if not impossible. On that term, 
this track is one of truly wonderful quality.

Every song tells a story, and when I’m told a story, 
I want it to be as intoxicating and as atmospheric 
as “The Woods of This House” is.  The song is an 
earnest yet compelling work that doesn’t just attack 
you as a sonic force but as an intellectual one, that 
hits you both lyrically and musically at the same 
time. As time passes it is likely that this track will 
only appear more unique, especially compared to 
the majority of music right now.

official liNK: 
WWW:aNxioushouseGuest.baNdcaMP.coM

Anxious Houseguest
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J-Hamz & Jaculator 
“I’d Do Anything” Ft. Michelle Molineux

Doctors by day, DJs/producers by night, best mates J-Hamz & Jaculator (@JHamzAndJaculator) teamed up with accomplished 
performer Michelle Molineux (facebook.com/michellemolineux) to co-write their original progressive house track, “I’d Do 
Anything”. Digital Empire Records hosted a remix contest for the track and the winning remixes have also been included in 
the track package. The sound of “I’d Do Anything” (and its remixes) is impeccable: very crisp, very sold, and very clear – well, 
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you get the idea. That’s the very first, non-negotiable quality 
I ask of any EDM track. J-Hamz & Jaculator get it absolutely 
right. If you love great melodic progressive house that builds 
into something energetic and explosive, you’ll love this track. 
“I’d Do Anything” is in the EDM heavyweight division, though 
what’s so captivating about J-Hamz’s work here is that it never 
bludgeons you with its brilliance.

As a producer, J-Hamz’s can create depth to the music that in my 

opinion so many other artists lack. His music isn’t just a catchy 

melody with a steady beat like so much of the genre has become. 

He can blend together sounds like the leader of a fine orchestra. The 

depth, feeling and chords of his synths produce a wall of sound that 

hits you with full force when you crank up the volume. And when 

the beat and effects work of Jaculator clicks in together with the rest, 

you will understand the track’s significance on an even higher level.

As for the vocals, there are only a handful of EDM divas that do 

everything right. What makes Michelle Molineux so special is the 

airiness and tone of her voice. I think the appeal is that EDM tends to 

swing from pulsating highs to almost a whisper at times. Not every 

vocalist has the finesse to compliment the swing. Michelle can pull 

it off masterfully, as her strength is her femininity. What does that 

mean?

Think of it like this. You’ve all seen King Kong. EDM can be likened to 

King Kong. It’s huge and it pounds and roars with high emotion. What 

happens to Kong when he sets eyes on the girl? He’s captivated. She 

calms the beast with her sweet tenderness, her delicateness. That 

is Michelle Molineux. I think this is evident throughout everything 

she does, but it is best portrayed in “I’d Do Anything”. The driving 

rhythms, soaring synths, pumping basslines, all coupled with 

Michelle’s affective vocals, make the drawdowns magical and it 

grabs you and whisks you to the top all over again.

The track’s remixes kick off with First place winner Unkn0wn’s 

remix, which manages to both glow and bang at the same time, 

and contains an impressively vibrant and uplifting build. Next up, 

is an ethereal and futuristic take by Portland duo DrtyDncn with a 

surprisingly gritty drop, followed by a beautifully-executed melodic 

Dubstep remix by Simpsonill, and a warm and mellow remix by 

Chacon.

J-Hamz & Jaculator

Prior to this release, J-Hamz’ original, “Until The End”, was released 

as a Beatport Featured Track in the Progressive House genre on 

OTW Recordings, and is currently OTW Recordings’ second best 

seller on Beatport. J-Hamz also produces a podcast for Freeminded 

FM, Real Recordz Netlabel, and FSC Radio.

Michelle Molineux is a triple-threat Canadian actress who made her 

film debut in 2007 and has played in numerous films, television 

shows and music videos, as well as having voiced for several cartoon 

series. Musically, Michelle has been received with enthusiasm in 

dance clubs and by local DJs, and has been nominated in many 

musical awards. She is currently working, on writing and recording 

her EP.

official liNK: 

WWW.souNdcloud.coM/JhaMzaNdJaculator
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The OM Sound

The OM Sound is a dynamic musical collective fusing elements of hip hop, soul, electronica, and world 

instruments. Their extensive world travels serve as inspiration for their socially, environmentally, and 

spiritually conscious messages. The OM Sound recently released their second album, “The Tipping Point”, 

recorded in Melbourne, Australia.  Having shared the stage with acts such as Oka, Adham Shaikh, Ganga 

Giri, Five Alarm Funk, and Valdy, and played iconic venues like The Horseshoe Tavern in Toronto and 

The Railway Club in Vancouver, The OM Sound is quickly making a name for themselves in Canada and 

overseas.
Members Orion Miller, Marina Miller and Varoujan Mardirossian make up one of the most unique and delightful 3-piece bands I have ever 

heard in recent times. Their tight arrangements and clever lyrics combine with trip-hopish and jazzy rhythms to create a wonderfully 

dynamic and oddly seductive style of music that very few artists can achieve. The tracks range from up-beat and bouncy, to slinky and 

seductive sounds. Creating a completely unique and intriguing work of art.
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The music is filled with buttery veins of pumping bass and murals of 

colorful soul that cross over from strung out rap verses to sweetly 

sung female vocals. Although the songs are infused with the same 

gleeful experimentation and flirtations that those kinds of crossings 

suggest, there is none of the hesitation and uncertainty you might 

expect. This might be The OM Sound’s sophomore album, but it 

sounds like the seasoned work of a three artists who’ve already been 

around the block a few times.

The lyrics are mostly empowering voyages into socially and 

spiritually conscious territories. The rhyme schemes are tweaked to 

hang like widely draped curtains around a dark, chewy center. Full of 

energy, surprises and interesting sounds. Some of the tracks take a 

few listens to get into but the majority is instantly likeable. Marina’s 

vocals are brilliant and challenging throughout, as she plays off of 

Orion Miller’s rapping and sung choruses. The vocal teaming of the 

hypnotizing Marina and the masterful Orion is a match made in 

heaven.

The OM Sound are also brilliant songwriters who come up with 

melodies, rhythms and arrangements that are unpredictable.  This 

album with its tastily twisted beats and slick poetry is a must have 

for those who love something just a little bit different.  You’ll hear 

a wide variety of musical influences, find catchy melodies, groovy 

riffs, and dynamic bass lines together with solid tasteful drumming 

by Varoujan Mardirossian, while the audio production is superb, and 

you can’t help but move – sometimes slowly, to standout songs like 

“Being Human” and “Ode To The Light”, or faster, to tracks like “Make 

Believe”. In between, there is a wide mix of mid-tempo material 

to delight your aural senses like “Mitakuye Oyasin”, “Dynamo of 

Volition” and “The Tipping Point”.

From the opening bar to the closing notes, the music on “The Tipping 

Point” throbs insistently, as snatches of melody and harmony draw 

you in. The beats are stimulating but relaxing at the same time, as 

the shimmering melodies and warm tones move from cool to chic. 

Track for track, this album will satisfy, whether you’re looking for 

something to chill you or move you. Actually, the best way to get the 

most pleasure out of it, is just to hit play and let it roll until the end!

official liNK:  WWW.theoMsouNd.coM

The OM Sound
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Matt Tiller
“We’re In This Together”



Matt Tiller
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Matt Tiller is a musical comedian, writer and 
television comedy producer behind shows like BBC 
‘Two’s Hebburn’. Matt is working on a brand new 
album and has just released its lead single, entitled 
“We’re In This Together” – a driving comic indie-
rock track about kidnapping George Osborne, 
Britain’s Chancellor of the Exchequer. The song 
has also spiraled into a short story, which has been 
published on Amazon.

Beside the single, I’ve listened to a few of the songs 
from the upcoming album and every song could 
easily fit into any mainstream genre it’s aimed it. It’s 
one of those funny things, if you didn’t know English 
– you’d assume these were just some pretty nice 
pop songs. The lyrics are rich and playful, naughty 
and edgy, just what you’ve come to expect by now 
from Matt Tiller. The man is incredibly talented, 
and the addition of a female vocalist on some of 
his tracks is a great add-on.
The music is so well done that you have to really 
pay attention to catch all the lyrics because you’ll 
probably get caught up in the amazing tunes. Matt 
Tiller is so twisted…he thinks like I do. He starts 
out “We’re In This Together”, with this incredible 
jangly-guitar, pop-rock melody; he adds a honeyed 
voice and words of rapturous wonder to lull you 
into complacency then…WHAM…right between 
the eyes, out of left field, no idea it was coming, 
you get a double-dose of scathing perversity so 
stunning, you can’t stop laughing in time to catch 
all the words.

So you listen again…and again. And even when 
you’ve finally heard all the words, you listen again, 
because you just can’t believe its happening. This 
guy could have been a serious actor, musician or 
poet, but anyone with a dose of talent could have 
been any of those things. Not many could have 
blended all those talents into the one hilarious 
tongue-in-cheek package that goes by the name 
of Matt Tiller.

Matt is a talented musician with a gift for words. 
His crystal clear voice, accompanying guitar 
work and arrangements, if played as background 
music, could almost be mistaken for serious 
contemporary indie pop-rock. Once you realize 
what you are hearing though, the experience is 
changed for the better!

Matt is not only very, very funny, with a fine 
singing voice, but he has put together well-
crafted lyrics and attractive melodies that make 
these songs a delight. The tracks generally start 
out pleasantly straight, then take a quick sharp 
turn into some very twisted territory. Even after 
you know what’s coming, they’re still a riot! This 
happens on my favorites, “Flat Packing Anger 
Management”, “Consensual Stalking” and “Rats”.

With his antihero looks and sharp wit, what 
makes Matt Tiller special, is his unerring ability 
to make any moment or situation ripe fodder 
for his biting humorous taint. To play some of 
his stuff to unsuspecting friends and family 
members and watch their reactions once they 
catch the lyrics is priceless!

OFFICIAL LINK: www.matttiller.com
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Brandon Jeffries self-released studio effort, “Future Classic”, is a lot of things: fun, somber, introspective, romantic, 
optimistic, and clever. Perhaps most importantly, it’s enjoyable. The melodies are superb, complemented nicely by 
Brandon’s tasteful and effective guitar playing. The vocal lines are excellent, and I feel like each track paints a picture, 
and by the end you have a beautiful mosaic of what Brandon’s been through over the past few years. There appears to 
be so many artistic sides to Brandon Jeffries, but the reason he is an extremely interesting artist is because he knows 
how to craft great songs. Everything in “Future Classic” is done tastefully. It’s outstanding, enduring music, hence the 
title being spot on! It’s not music trying to show off, it just exists. Period.
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